The family journey-to-diagnosis with systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis: a cross-sectional study of the changing social media presence
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Background: Children with systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis (SJIA) often encounter a delay between symptom onset and disease diagnosis, partly due to the broad differential of fever and lack of symptom recognition by providers. Families often seek multiple medical opinions and post on social media about their frustrations. This linguistic analysis observed the changing language patterns and social media posting behaviors of parents in the time leading to, during, and after SJIA diagnosis.

Methods: Public social media sites were manually reviewed by a linguistic team to evaluate posts about SJIA from US-based parents.

Results: A total of 3,979 posts between July 2001 and January 2015 were reviewed from 108 sites. Pre-SJIA diagnosis parents sought answers and shared status updates on social media, focusing primarily on the following three site types: alternative/natural lifestyle forums (39%), Facebook (27%), and disease-specific forums (17%). Posts during early prediagnosis phases were characterized by expressive language showing confidence in health care providers and trust in parental instincts. At later prediagnosis stages, parents continued to use social media, but the posts demonstrated increased frustration with delays in diagnosis and gaps in communication with providers. More objective symptom descriptions and a greatly reduced child-centered emotional focus were observed as parents shifted into caregiving roles. Once the diagnosis of SJIA was confirmed, parents used straightforward, less expressive language, and Facebook (47%) to make “announcement” posts and increased their use of SJIA websites (30%). With treatment initiation, the posts demonstrated a slow return of expressive language and an increased parental understanding of the “new normal”.

Conclusion: Parents use different language styles, frames of reference, and websites before and after SJIA diagnosis. Gaps in parent–provider communication, especially before diagnosis, and their new roles as caregivers lead to parental use of social media to express frustration with the health care process. Providers should tailor their discussions with parents to address these issues.
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Background
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis is the most common chronic rheumatic disease in children, covering a range of autoimmune and inflammatory disorders.1 Systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis (SJIA) is the most acute and severe of this group. The International League of Associations for Rheumatology (ILAR) classify SJIA as the presence of arthritis in one or more joints with, or preceded by, fever of at least 2 weeks’
duration, which is documented to be daily (quotidian) for at least 3 days and accompanied by one or more of the following: evanescent erythematous rash, generalized lymph node enlargement, hepatomegaly, and/or splenomegaly or serositis.2 SJIA can present at any time until the age of 16 years, but more than half of the cases occur between the ages of 0 year and 5 years, with 2 years being the most common age of presentation.3

The systemic symptoms of SJIA are often more significant at disease onset than arthritis, and the broad differential of fever of unknown origin can sometimes lead to misdiagnosis as an infectious disease.1,3 Although distinct ILAR diagnostic criteria for SJIA exist, only one-third of all patients fulfill these criteria at onset.1 This incomplete presentation combined with a lack of provider recognition can result in SJIA being undiagnosed for weeks/months after symptom onset. Delays in SJIA diagnosis trigger families to seek multiple medical opinions and post on social media to voice their frustrations and to gain advice from those who have encountered similar experiences.

This linguistic analysis presents the observations in the changing language patterns and social media posting behaviors of parents before, during, and after the diagnosis of SJIA. The objective of this study was to develop an understanding of families’ emotional and practical “journey-to-diagnosis,” based on parental online discussions, including parents of children with potential SJIA (based on symptoms reported in posts), as well as posts from parents of recently diagnosed children and parents of diagnosed children who reflect back on their journey-to-diagnosis. We aimed to understand where parents go online to discuss a potential or confirmed SJIA diagnosis.

### Study design and patient population

A cross-sectional observational study was conducted between January 2015 and March 2015, where a linguistic analysis team (Treato, Princeton, NJ, USA) manually evaluated the language and posting behaviors of parents and caregivers of children with SJIA. The analysis team included a trained linguist and a medical anthropologist. Posts that did not fulfill the criteria established by the rating scheme in Figure 1 were excluded. The primary dataset was obtained from existing, publically available sites and posts (ie, posts viewable by all and not requiring a password to access), and was limited to English language public social media with exclusion of posters that were evidently outside the US Rating scale criteria created to evaluate prediagnosed SJIA (Figure 1). The distinctions between early and late prediagnosed children and the ratings of tentatively diagnosed children are listed in Figure 2.

Treato’s proprietary technology was used to identify and categorize social media health care discussions, using various databases (including proprietary dictionaries) and natural language processing. Using these technology capabilities, Treato created two project-specific datasets, one capturing discussions among families with a child diagnosed with SJIA and the other capturing discussions among families with an undiagnosed child but signaling that the child may have SJIA. Each dataset included multiple inclusion and exclusion criteria. Manual review of a cross section of the posts from each of the two datasets was performed, with analysts confirming the relevance (ie, SJIA diagnosis in the former and true signals of potential SJIA in the latter). For the manual analysis of the undiagnosed posts, the linguistic team used a system to categorize the posts on the likelihood of SJIA (Figure 1), using diagnostic criteria from the ILAR classification2 and

---

### Figure 1 Rating scale criteria used for evaluation of prediagnosis posts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prolonged occurrence of two symptoms</td>
<td>Prolonged occurrence of three or more symptoms or recurrence of two or more symptoms</td>
<td>Increased duration with at least one recurrence of two or more symptoms; two or more visits to a doctor or hospital</td>
<td>Increased duration with more than one recurrence; three or more symptoms; multiple visits to varied providers</td>
<td>Increased duration with multiple recurrences suggestive to periodic fever; three or more symptoms; multiple visits to providers; family history; failed or atypical differential diagnoses or treatment(s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following symptoms were included in the patient evidence rating

- Fever
- Rash
- Joint pain/stiffness
- Standard pain indicators for preverbal and nonverbal children
- Growing pain
- Joint swelling
- Pink eye
- Lymph enlargement (often lymph nodes)
- Inactivity or malaise
- Appetite abnormalities, oral ulcers and diarrhea when concurrent with above primary symptoms

---
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guidelines for diagnosis from the American College of Rheumatology (ACR).

Analysis of the posts focused on two main periods: prediagnosis (posts mentioning a suspected and tentative diagnosis – early and late phases) and postdiagnosis (posts mentioning a confirmed SJIA diagnosis). The prediagnosis period was further subdivided into early and late phases based on the language used in the posts. The linguistic team created the prediagnosis and postdiagnosis datasets of social media user-generated content where parents were explicitly discussing their child’s SJIA or there was evidence that they were discussing potential SJIA. The prediagnosis posts were evaluated using the evidence rating scale shown in Figure 1.

This was an observational, post-hoc analysis therefore no ethical approval or informed consent was obtained as posts were retrieved from public, open access websites.

Results
A total of 3,979 posts were reviewed from 108 sites with a date range from July 10, 2001 to January 7, 2015. A total of 1,005 posts were included in this analysis due to their relevance to a possible diagnosis of SJIA. Of these, 283 posts were consistent with prediagnosed SJIA children and 722 posts involved confirmed post-SJIA diagnosed children, as shown in the flow diagram in Figure 3.

Figure 2 Website selections during the patient journey.
Figure 3 Analysis of reviewed posts.

Abbreviation: SJIA, systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis.
Website selections change throughout the SJIA journey

Our analysis of posting behavior indicates that parent choices of website change during the early-to-late prediagnosis phase. During early prediagnosis (ratings 1–3), the following three social media sites/categories were in particular focus: alternative/natural lifestyle forums (39%), Facebook (27%), and disease-specific forums (17%), as shown in Figure 2. During later prediagnosis stages (ratings 4–5), parents posted to alternative/natural lifestyle forums (22%) and Facebook (18%), with remaining posts equally shared between disease-specific SJIA forums (15%), medical information sites (15%), parenting forums (15%), and other sites (15%). Once a tentative diagnosis of SJIA was made (ratings 4–5), there was a large increase in posts being made to Facebook (47%) to make announcements and to disease-specific sites (30%).

Early prediagnosis phase (ratings 1–3)

During the early prediagnosis phase, parental language is intuitive, emotive, and expressive, demonstrating confidence in the treatment provided by the health care providers. Parents are confident in their relationship with their child and trust their natural parental intuition and instincts. Parents discuss their child’s illness intuitively, explaining that they “feel” something is not right or they “think” there is more to their child’s illness. Figure 4 provides an example of the parental language used during this period. This use of language demonstrates that when parents are confident in their relationship with their child – and their role as a parent – they feel comfortable with relying on what they know and feel intuitively.

Late prediagnosis phase (ratings 4–5)

As time passed without diagnosis during late prediagnosis phases, parental language shifted to an “investigator” mode as parents began to doubt their provider’s ability to correctly diagnose their child. The reliance on parental intuition was undermined by providers who parents felt lacked concern or sometimes dismissed them as “worriers” or repeatedly sent them home without answers. Parents felt their reliance on their own intuition was compromised by providers who “didn’t seem too concerned” as their concern increased. Parents tempered their emotions so they were not dismissed again as “the crazy Mom”. Of all posts that related to switching providers, the exclusive reason for this switch was due to parental concerns being “dismissed”. Parent–provider interactions that resulted in parents feeling their concerns were being dismissed appeared to drive changes in parental focus from their child and their intuition to the disease itself. During this change, parents shifted from use of expressive language focused on their child to clear, objective language focused on measuring and reporting symptoms without mention of intuition, as seen in Figure 5.

As parents’ roles shifted from an emotional, child-centered “parent” focus to a more objective “caregiver” focus, later posts demonstrated a similar change to more objective narratives of symptoms observed with reduction or absence of expressive language.

After diagnosis, parents often reflected back on what led to delays in diagnosis and often cited “dismissal of their child’s symptoms as growing pains”. “Growing pains” were mentioned 262 times, with 185 of them indicating symptom dismissal. Parents indicated that the majority of dismissals (72%) were by the provider, with their own dismissals accounting for the remainder.

Figure 4 Example of intuitive and emotional language of parents: quote at disease onset (early prediagnosis phase).

Note: The orange font is to highlight key words and important information from the quote.
Diagnosis phase
A significant, but short and transient period of dry, straightforward, scientific language was used in parents’ posts following the diagnosis, as shown in Figure 6. When the provider finally confirmed the diagnosis of SJIA, parents briefly retreated emotionally from their child and the situation. Many announcement posts simply stated the diagnosis. Immediately following the diagnosis, parents also renegotiated the parent–provider relationship, and a remarkable shift in the language occurred, indicating a change to a “relationship of equals”. Parents exhibited transition from dismay with medicine and the health care process to developing a cooperative relationship with their provider where they discussed, evaluated, and decided on the treatment approaches and lifestyle changes in conjunction with their provider. Thus, their stance and linguistic frame during this phase continued to be as investigators.

Postdiagnosis
In the period following SJIA diagnosis, language expressing dismay or frustration with their provider was almost absent as parents aimed to achieve a partnership and work cooperatively with them. However, they also continued to actively develop an understanding of the disease for themselves and, importantly, of the available treatment options through social media. Information from other parents’ experiences, analogies, and anecdotes was sought, as shown in Figure 7. They were not necessarily asking for

---

Figure 5 Example of investigative parental language: quote from late prediagnosis phase (very symptomatic undiagnosed child).

Note: The orange font is to highlight key words and important information from the quote.

Abbreviations: MMR, Measles, Mumps, and Rubella; asap, as soon as possible.

---

Figure 6 Example of announcement language: quote at diagnosis.

Note: The orange font is to highlight key words and important information from the quote.

"Finally we have diagnosis!!!!!
It is Systemic Juvenile Idiopathic (formerly Rheumatoid) Arthritis. SJIA. Our initial treatment plan is as follows: Prednisone for at least 2–3 weeks. High doses. Zantac and Tums to help settle the tummy. If she flares as we taper off the Prednisone we will begin either Anakinra [sic] which is a daily shot or Rilonacept which is an ongoing weekly shot (part of a study). We would probably go with Anakinra [sic]. They would only give Methotrexate if she has only arthritis symptoms and no systemic symptoms. We cannot get any live vaccines with the Anakinra [sic] (so no Chickenpox, MMR, or live flu vaccine). While on the Prednisone we cannot get her any vaccines. We need to get the inactive flu shot asap since it is still going around here. We need to treat her as immunosuppressed/immunocompromised. We initially will be getting blood draws and having rheumatology appointments every 2 weeks. Slowly as we get her under control (we still have document) her appointments will be spaced out but we still need to watch her blood work/labs. She also is anemic (part of the systemic factors). She has no physical restrictions, just watch her and make sure she’s doing okay." Parent, 2012
advice, but for information that they could use to further assess their own child. The expressive language previously used returned, but to a lesser degree, with continued use of objective language, which reflected a fundamental shift in the parents’ identities from when they first sought diagnosis, as shown in Figure 8. In fact, parental language never returned to the original parent frame prior to disease onset, indicating that the disease process not only changed their child, but also changed them.

End of postdiagnosis phase – parent–investigator mixed stage

When a diagnosis had been reached, parents were often exhausted and had little or no emotional resources left, as shown in Figure 9. This was the beginning of the next parallel cycle: determining the appropriate acute treatment and maintenance strategies, wrought with many of the same challenges and difficulties as those in the diagnosis process. With a diagnosis of SJIA and a treatment plan in place for their child, parental language was cautiously optimistic. Parents whose children had already failed one treatment showed in their posts one of two attitudes: cautious optimism, in which they prepared for the worst when yet another medication failed or, hope that this next medication would be the right one, as shown in Figure 10. The language used in this phase indicated creation of a “new normal”.

Shifting ideas of a new normal

Along with the cyclical transition between parent–investigator–health care provider roles shown in Figure 11, there were shifting ideas of what defines normal. This follows five stages (Table 1), with each parent moving through the stages in their own time.

Parents appeared to shift back through the stages when disease flare-ups occurred, always with the intention of returning to a normative state where possible.

Clinical relevance of these data and suggestions on how to implement these findings in clinical practice

In the data presented here, we assessed the language choices that parents made in the clinical setting so that providers may...
better understand parents’ cognitive frame – ie, how they are orienting to the illness, the provider, the diagnostic status, and their child. In doing so, providers may be able to address the motivations and focus of parents more directly. This research also suggests that the language and higher level messages that practitioners and other members of the clinical care team use should be directed toward the role and the practical stance of the parent. Recognizing and determining these shifting cyclical roles will help providers and the clinical care team “meet parents where they are”. The ultimate goal is to smooth communication and enhance parent–provider relationships in order to effectively diagnose, explain, and inform treatment decisions. Smooth communication should be a team approach and be optimized not only from the provider but also from all members of the clinical care team as well as office staff in order to foster confidence between families who have been on this diagnostic journey with their new treatment team.

The overarching finding from this observational study is that the primary need of parents whose children are diagnosed with SJIA is support. Many parents lack community support and often feel that they lack the support of their primary health care provider. Parents may respond by shifting to objective observational language in the hope that they can recruit the attention of a knowledgeable provider who will help determine why their child is sick. However, some parents may not be able to make that shift and continue to present as a parent who intuitively know their child is sick. In either case, the language paints a picture of the parents’ cognitive frame, which can guide the provider’s responses to give best parental reassurance and support. This can lead to a greater trust, which supports the path to diagnosis and allows follow-up care where providers and the entire clinical care team and parents are aligned and share goals.\(^5\)

Based on our analysis of online conversations, one of the most difficult aspects expressed by parents during the SJIA journey-to-diagnosis is loss and change of their identities, roles, and perspectives, as well as adjusting to a new normal for their family. The language studied in this analysis indicates that, as parents shift through the various stages of diagnosis, transference may arise between parents and providers. This is indicated by parents who picked up language and methods of care that were clinician-like. The degree of transference that occurs in clinical practice will clearly depend upon the individuals and personalities, but navigating

Figure 9 Diagnostic journey: parent’s frame after diagnosis is wrought with emotions and concerns for the future.

Note: The orange font is to highlight key words and important information from the quote.

Figure 10 The mixed parent–investigator frame: examples of expressive language and creation of a new normal.

Note: The orange font is to highlight key words and important information from the quote.

Abbreviations: JRA, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis; doc, doctor; info, information.
this delicate interaction is challenging. A supportive parental partnership with their provider can help stabilize a more traditional parent role, rather than delimiting their role to that of parent–investigator to a sick child. The pediatric rheumatologist and other members of the clinical team can help parents feel more secure during the diagnostic and treatment process by acknowledging parents' frustrations and fostering a partnership of trust and communication, and by being realistic with goals and expectations. Thus, specialists play a pivotal role in helping to make space between parents and their child’s disease so that parents will begin to refocus their emotional energy on their child.

The use of these data in clinical practice can be categorized by the frame of the parent and the disease phase in the diagnosis cycle as shown in Table 2.

Language cues from parents (Table 2) can be used to help identify the parent frame, which can help inform the provider which stage the parent is currently in. These frame-directed responses will help reassure parents that their situations are understood, resulting in improved communication and parental trust. The goal is that parents are then better able to focus on providing answers needed to make an SJIA diagnosis and pursue appropriate treatments. The language that the parents use offers cues for the provider to better understand the family frame of mind in order to guide the best responses.

For parents with markers of the early journey parent, using more emotional, reassuring language before discussing the clinical aspects of the situation may help ease parents’ anxieties so that they can focus on learning about SJIA and what they need to know about their child’s situation.

For parents in an objective, investigative frame, it may be better to first address the diagnostic and treatment plan and only subsequently acknowledge that the search for diagnosis and the diagnosis of SJIA itself are emotionally taxing and disruptive. Table 3 offers suggestions on the use of provider language— but can be useful for all members of the clinical team— depending on the parent frame and the stage of SJIA.

In addition to the language recommendations described earlier, parroting or mirroring can be a helpful mechanism for cooperative alignment. This practice can reinforce the practitioner’s investment in the family as well as allow for corrections when the parent feels what is being echoed back is not what they meant.

Furthermore, identifying the analogies to explain difficult concepts about autoimmune disorders is useful in

Table 1 Five stages of a new normal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Beginning</td>
<td>Ideal for their normal happy/healthy child prior to onset of symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shift to a sick and changed child</td>
<td>parents wish they had their old child back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Diagnosis</td>
<td>period of grieving as parents adjusted to the fact things would never go back to the normal state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Search for a working treatment</td>
<td>expectations of normal are lowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Medical treatment</td>
<td>parents shift to new normal and enter an adjustment period where they learn to regulate their child’s activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11 Cyclical roles prompted by parental psychological experience and practical stance during the phases of diagnosis.
Table 2 Language examples by parent frame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early prediagnosis (and postdiagnosis in remission or controlled disease state)</th>
<th>Late prediagnosis (and postdiagnosis during an uncontrolled disease state)</th>
<th>Newly diagnosed (and postdiagnosed changing treatments, active disease state)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The parent frame</strong></td>
<td><strong>The investigator frame</strong></td>
<td><strong>The mixed frame</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child at disease onset; early in the diagnosis process, parents are emotionally present, child-centered, and focused on the whole child’s well-being</td>
<td>Highly symptomatic, undiagnosed child; parents feel dismissed, emotionally dry, and use disease and symptom-centered language and focus on getting a diagnosis</td>
<td>Child newly diagnosed; parents retain the markers of investigator phase with the restoration of earlier parent language and begin forming a positive relationship with the rheumatologist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Reliance on a parent’s intuition**
  - I know he’s sick
  - He is not himself
  - I didn’t take his temperature, but I could tell he was warm

- **Nonspecific language and uncertainty regarding symptoms**
  - Often, sometimes, maybe, I guess, I think, so, very, really, totally (versus direct statements of fact)

- **Direct voice to parents’ emotions**
  - I was so scared
  - I’m worried
  - It freaked me out

- **Talks about the child as a whole person**
  - Andrea isn’t herself

---

**Note:** *Note that the examples of language that a parent uses in the physician’s office is extrapolated from how their language shifts in online discussions with other parents.*

**Abbreviation:** HCP, healthcare provider.

Clinical practice to help parents make the leap into this new world.

Clinicians may find it useful to share these findings with both clinical and nonclinical members of the patient care team. The suggestions in Table 3 are designed specifically for rheumatologists but can be easily adapted by residents, medical technicians, and other clinical providers. A review of this data can also help other clinical providers better understand what may seem like inconsistent or muted parent emotion and allow them to empathize during their interaction(s) with the patient and family. While not all members of the office or patient care team will have the exposure to parent language as prolific as an interview, a sensitivity to these concepts will likely inform better patient/office communications, especially at the beginning of the patient/office relationship when setting the appointment for an initial consultation and upon entering the office for the first time.
Table 3 Suggested use of clinician language depending on the parent frame and stage of the SJIA journey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early prediagnosis (and postdiagnosis in remission or controlled disease state)</th>
<th>Late prediagnosis (and postdiagnosis during an uncontrolled disease state)</th>
<th>Newly diagnosed (and postdiagnosed changing treatments, active disease state)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The parent frame</strong></td>
<td><strong>The investigator frame</strong></td>
<td><strong>The mixed frame</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child at disease onset; early in the diagnosis process, parents are emotionally present, child-centered, and focused on the whole child’s well-being</td>
<td>Highly symptomatic, undiagnosed child; parents feel dismissed, emotionally dry, and use disease and symptom-centered language and focus on getting a diagnosis</td>
<td>Child newly diagnosed; parents retain the markers of investigator phase with the restoration of earlier parent language and begin forming a positive relationship with the rheumatologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validate emotions</td>
<td>Validate information</td>
<td>Validate emotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern for your child is natural, and you are on the right track</td>
<td>Thank you for this information, and it will certainly help us get to the bottom of this</td>
<td>Getting a final diagnosis is relieving, but it’s also intimidating, and I know you have a lot of questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child-centered language</strong></td>
<td><strong>Medically centered language</strong></td>
<td><strong>Action-centered language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I want Bobby to try to walk/rest more/eat pineapple</td>
<td>What I can see from your records is that Bobby isn’t really responding to Motrin, and his swelling is worse at night</td>
<td>This is what I’m going to do; this is what you’re going to do (discuss the plan). In the meantime, I’d like you to also go online and reach out to families that have experienced this process for support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expressive language</strong></td>
<td><strong>Goal-centered language</strong></td>
<td><strong>Goal-centered language</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That’s a pretty involved rash, let’s totally cover all the bases here</td>
<td>From here, this is the plan</td>
<td>Our goal is to get Amanda’s [...] (incorporate realistic goals and explain that the degree of remission varies even while being optimistic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affirm and partner</strong></td>
<td><strong>Partner</strong></td>
<td><strong>Invite and validate questions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This might take a while to diagnose. I want you to trust your gut because you know Bobby best, but also I want you to start a journal to track fevers and other symptoms. Remember to write your questions down for our next visit</td>
<td>Keep documenting and email the data and any questions you have for us a week before your next visit</td>
<td>What questions do you have for me?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal-centered language</strong></td>
<td><strong>Validate</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reinforce partnership</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My goal is to get to the bottom of this. It may take some time, but we will figure out what is going on with Bobby</td>
<td>I know this has been difficult, and you’re doing a great job. Keep doing what you’re doing, and we’ll get this ironed out together</td>
<td>Keep documenting and bring your questions for me because not every child, or every case of SJIA, is the same. Make the distinction between child and the disease. We’ll work together to get the right treatment going</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: SJIA, systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis.

**Conclusion**

Our analysis of social media posts revealed issues associated with SJIA diagnosis, including the prolonged time taken before diagnosis is confirmed in many children, its complex course, and its impact on parent–child and parent–provider relationships. The extensive presence of parents’ posts about SJIA on social media provides key indicators about the stages throughout the diagnostic journey and how the parental frame of mind changes. Our analysis indicates that parents use different websites and post using different languages during SJIA prediagnosis versus postdiagnosis, emphasizing gaps in parent–provider communication.

A limitation of this study is its cross-sectional nature, which was not designed to allow particular children and parents to be followed over time, and thus, it was not possible to track parents as they moved between online posting boards, ie, pretreatment and posttreatment posts were not matched. It is likely that the posts were biased toward children with more protracted diagnostic journeys, since families experiencing diagnostic delays would be more frustrated than those diagnosed promptly and therefore more likely to post about their frustrations. It is also likely that the posts were biased toward parents who are proficient in using the Internet and who do so regularly to acquire information. As this study was cross-sectional in nature,
it was not possible to follow patients/posters over time, and it was also conceivable that a single post could have misidentified the disease stage that the patient was in. Similarly, since we were relying on social media posts without confirmation from medical records or communication with the posters or treating physicians, it is possible that the determination for inclusion or exclusion was inaccurate. A final limitation is that we incorporated the diagnostic criteria from the ILAR classification system and ACR diagnostic criteria to identify the posts likely to be relevant to SJIA, but these diagnostic systems do not identify 100% of affected patients, so it is possible that patients with true SJIA were excluded in error.¹

Importantly, postdiagnosis parental language in social media postings never returned to the original linguistic parent frame prior to disease onset, demonstrating that the diagnostic process changes not only the child but also the parent. Furthermore, a parent’s role changes from parent to caregiver as well as investigator, and this relationship fluctuates throughout the disease course and treatment process, particularly when disease flare-ups occur. Parents continue to actively develop an understanding of SJIA and available treatment options through social media after they have received SJIA diagnosis in order to better understand the disease and to avail themselves of a support network.

Providers should tailor their language and advice depending on the stage in disease diagnosis, treatment, and the parent frame. To this end, we have provided recommendations on language that can be used to engage with parents at different stages in the diagnostic/treatment process.
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